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ABSTRACT 

The potential environmental risks associated with the potential release of engineered nanomaterial 

(ENMs) to the environment require information regarding their distribution throughout the multimedia 

environment. Such information is essential for estimation of the potential environmental exposure 

levels (i.e. concentrations, exposure time, etc.) to ENMs. Although “substance flow analysis” estimations 

have been employed in recent years as part of life cycle analysis (LCA), such analyses are not a priori 

predictive. Accordingly, in the present study, a generalized model of the multimedia environmental 

distribution of nanomaterials (MendNano) was developed considering the multimedia environment as a 

collection of compartments and sub-compartments that are either well-mixed (e.g. atmosphere, water) 

or non-uniform (e.g. soil, sediment). Fundamental intermedia transport processes (e.g. dry deposition, 

rain scavenging, resuspension, runoff) are then used to link the different compartments while 

considering the particle size distribution (PSD) of ENMs in both the atmospheric and aquatic 

compartments. In order to enable rapid “what-if?” scenario analyses, a web-based graphical user 

interface (GUI) was developed as part of a cloud-based modeling system. In the present MendNano 

model, modeling scenarios are set via the web-based GUI by specifying relevant properties of the ENM 

under consideration, geographical and meteorological parameters (i.e., size of regions, temperature, 

wind speed, rain rates, etc.), transport process parameters and source emission estimates (i.e., release 

rates, etc.). The model then simulates the dynamic change of ENM concentration and mass in each of 

the environmental compartments, as well as intermedia transport rates and displays the results within 

the GUI. In order to illustrate the utility of multimedia analysis and significance of intermedia transport 

processes, selected simulations will be presented for the distribution of metal-oxide nanomaterials. It is 

envisioned that such a multimedia analysis tool can potentially assist regulators, industrial, and 

academic users in rapidly assessing the potential environmental implications of ENMs releases to the 

environment. 


